
Soil and Compost Enrichment Lessons    

 

Introduction:  Thank you for visiting the Washington Youth Garden!  Please use this 

lesson either as a pre-field trip exercise or as a follow-up for your visit to the 

Washington Youth Garden SPROUT program.  

Background information:  Soil is made of a variety of inorganic and organic 

components.  Some inorganic components come from rocks, such as sand (larger 

particles), silt (medium particles), and clay (small particles).  Others inorganic 

compounds include air, water and occasionally heavy metals.  Living organisms and 

dead organisms in the process of decomposition are the primary sources of organic 

material.  Healthy soil for gardening is approximately 50% air and water, 45% inorganic 

material and 5% organic material.  The size of all the particles matters!  If your soil has 

lots of clay, it will become water-logged and plant roots may mold or rot.  Alternately, 

an extremely sandy soil may drain too quickly, washing away nutrients and not 

permitting plants sufficient time to absorb water through their roots.  A soil with too 

little organic material may lack the nutrients necessary for plant growth and require 

chemical fertilizers.  Decomposers, such as worms, certain insects, fungus, and micro-

organisms, turn large organic waste into particles that are an appropriate size and/or 

chemical composition for plant use.  Another interesting fact that may catch students’ 

attention is that there are more living organisms in a teaspoon of soil than there are 

humans on the planet.   Dynamic, living, healthy soil is the foundation for both large 

agriculture (e.g. farms) and small-scale agriculture (e.g. gardens). 

 

 

 



Other helpful resources: 

Growing Healthy Habits Curriculum:  Feed The Soil…and the Soil Will Feed You! (Unit 3, beginning on page 84) is another 

look at soil composition and includes both hands-on and writing activities designed for grades 3-5, but adaptable for a 

number of ages.  For slower connections: http://md.nutrition-ed.org/ 

Build a simple worm bin:  This Washington State University webpage has simple instructions accompanied by 

photographs to help you construct a classroom worm bin.  Order worms online at redwormcomposting.com, 

unclejimswormfarm.com, or at a variety of other online vendors. 

Soil Air – This is one of many activities that can be adapted from the curriculum developed by Utah Agriculture in the 
Classroom. 
1. Ask each student group or pair to place 1 cup of dry soil into a 2-cup container. 
2. Students should slowly pour 1 cup of water into the soil container until the soil is “saturated” or all the dry soil is 
“mud.” While they were pouring the water they should notice the “air bubbles” that are rising to the surface. 
3. Students should measure the amount of water left and subtract it from 1 cup. 
4. Lead students to infer that the amount of water in the soil sample was approximately the amount of air that was 
displaced. As the students added the water to the sample, they should have seen bubbles, until the sample was 
saturated. 
5. Have students compare the amount of water that they were able to pour into their soil samples. There will be 
differences depending on the soil texture and organic matter. 
What is the percentage of air in the soil sample? If they were able to add a 1/4 cup of water, the sample contained 25 
percent air. 
6. Using the components of the soil transparency, and the movable yarn, explain how air and water amounts change. 
 
Soil crayons: Use different colors of soil to make “crayons.” 
 
Living soil powerpoint presentation and script:  This is a photograph heavy resource with a thorough exploration of basic 
soil science.  It may be best used as an extension for older elementary and middle school students or as an introduction 
for high school level students. 
 

Books about soil: 

Diary of a Worm by Doreen Cronin (K-3):  Learn about worm lifestyles from a worm’s comical point of view!  This is a 

great read aloud book, although younger students may miss some of the humor.  Reading level: 2.8  

Compost Stew: An A to Z Recipe for the Earth by Mary McKenna Siddals (K-3): This rhyming read-aloud presents colorful 

collages and a creative list of items you might find add to a compost pile.  Reading level: 1-3 

Dirt by Steve Tomecek (3-5): Led by a star-nosed mole, students will learn about soil composition and formation.  

Reading level: 4.6 

Poop-Eaters: Dung Beetles in the Food Chain by Deirdre A. Prischmann (3-5):  The liberal use of the word “poop” will 

help some readers digest this book about food chains and adaptations.  Reading level: 4.9 

The Dirt on Dirt by Paulette Bougeois (4-8): This little reference book is packed with information and activities.  Reading 

level: 5.6 

A Handful of Dirt by Raymond Bial (4-8): Basic information about soil is illuminated by beautiful photography.  Reading 

level: 7.0 

 

http://md.nutrition-ed.org/tmp/GHH_FINAL_CURRICULUM_FULL_01.pdf
http://md.nutrition-ed.org/
http://whatcom.wsu.edu/ag/compost/easywormbin.htm
http://www.redwormcomposting.com/buy-composting-worms/#red-worms
http://unclejimswormfarm.com/index.php/Live-Worms/View-all-products.html
http://utah.agclassroom.org/files/uploads/estore/unit_dirt.pdf
http://soils.usda.gov/education/resources/lessons/crayons/
http://www.nacdnet.org/resources/presentations/education/


Lesson Plan (6th -8th):  What are the organic and inorganic components of soil? 

Objectives:  Students will be able to identify the different components of healthy soil, how much of each 

component is present in healthy soil and the purpose of a variety of particle sizes in healthy soil.  Students will 

be able to connect healthy soil to healthy plants. 

Preparation: 
Materials: 
Cake or picture of a cake 
Small cups of soil from 3-4 widely different locations (one cup per pair or group of students OR if you have a 
lot of soil, each pair of students can observe and compare 3-4 types of soil in separate sample cups) 
Vocabulary list (organic, inorganic, sand, silt, clay, organism) 
Copies for every student of: Soil Recipe coloring sheet and Soil Ingredients worksheet 
Crayons/colored pencils 
 
Vocabulary: 
Organic 
Inorganic 
Particles 
Clay 
Silt 
Sand 
 
Instructions: 

Hook:  Hold up a cake or picture of a cake.  Ask students: “What are some ingredients you find in a cake?”  Use 

student answers to highlight main ingredients, such as flour, sugar, milk, butter, etc.  Ask students: “How 

would the cake taste if it had mostly butter in it?  Salt?  Healthy soil has lots of ingredients, too, but if there is 

too much of one ingredient and not much of another, the plants do not grow well.  Today we are going to 

explore the ingredients of healthy soil.” 

Guided instruction: 

1. Hand out soil samples to students.  Have them discuss observations with their partners.  Encourage 

them to use all of their senses except taste to make their observations.  Share observations as a class, 

drawing attention to the fact that not all of the soil samples were the same. 

2. Hang your vocabulary list in a visible place in the classroom or have students write it with you into their 

own notebooks.  You may want to define the words for them or have them find definitions in a 

dictionary.  To expand and reinforce the lesson, give students index cards where they can write the 

word and definition on the back and a picture on the front.  These can be used for study games. 

3. On the board, list all of the components of soil, identifying the living and non-living parts: 

Inorganic:  
Minerals (dirt/rock) – sand (larger particles), silt (medium particles), and clay (tiny 

particles)  
Water 
Air 

Organic: 



Living organisms (worms, bugs, etc.) 
Dead organisms (leaves, vegetable peels, etc.) 

OPTIONAL: If students are having a difficult time understanding different particle sizes, you can give 
them sand and dry clay (concrete dust works well as an alternative example) to feel the difference 
between particle size.  You can also take any soil sample, put it in a clear jar, add water, shake well and 
let it settle for a day or two.  When the soil has sunk to the bottom, the finer particles will be on top 
and the larger, heavier ones will be on the bottom.  Students can see the different sizes of particles 
found in any soil sample! 

4. Hand out the Soil Recipe coloring sheet.  Together as a class, identify each component and its 

approximate percentage in healthy soil: Air (25%), Water (25%), Minerals (45%), Organic particles (5%).   

Emphasize that all of these ingredients have different functions.  For example, clay minerals help retain 

water while sand helps drain water.  Organic particles (dead) both hold water and provide important 

nutrients.  Organic particles (living) decompose the dead organic particles in to pieces small enough for 

the plants to use them.  Use the background information to present other important facts. 

5. Discuss with the class how each component is important for healthy soil and why the quantity of each 
is important:  

a. Some examples of good questions:  
i. Why is clay important?  It holds water and nutrients close to the plant roots.  

ii. Would it be negative or positive for soil to be made mostly of clay?  Why?   It would be 
negative because the soil would be waterlogged and make it difficult for plants to push 
roots into the ground or to germinate. 

iii. Why is sand important?  It allows the water to drain, so that the roots don’t rot.   
iv. Why do we need organic material?  It provides nutrients for the plant to grow and, 

depending on size, can hold or drain water as well.  
v. Please refer to the soil background information section to formulate more questions. 

 
Independent practice: 

1.  Hand out the Soil Mysteries worksheet and allow students to complete it by themselves. 

2. When students are finished, pair them with classmates to compare answers. 

3. Go over the answers as a class.  There may be more than one right answer for each question.  Allow 

students to volunteer and discuss all possible answers if time allows.   

Take home extension: 

For 6th/7th Grade Students: 

1. As a class, design an experiment to test the quality of 3 different soils, such as potting soil, soil from 

a playground, and soil from a planter box.  There are a number of ways this can be done; allow 

students to brainstorm how to control all but their independent variable (soil quality).  For 

example, planting bean seeds in 9 small cups of soil (3 for each kind of soil) and watering the same 

amount each day is a simple way to measure quality of soil for plant growth. 

2. Be sure to identify controls and variables and to include appropriate tools for measurement (i.e. 

graduated cylinders for daily milliliters of water). 

3. Have students write out a methodology for homework or do it together in class and have them run 

the experiment at home, recording results and observations.  Use the optional lab write-up form if 

it will help structure the activity. 



For 8th grade students: 

1. The two options below are specifically tailored to fit into a chemistry course. 

a. Encourage students to build a small compost pile in a bin or backyard and measure the inner 

temperature for a period of 3 weeks.  Lend compost thermometers if available. 

b. If students have no access to thermometers or space, have them collect three jars and fill them 

half way with organic potting soil.  Have them choose 2 different decomposable items and 

place each in a separate jar (i.e. egg shells, orange peels, coffee grounds, etc).  They should 

provide aeration and equal quantities of water.  Adding one or two earthworms to each jar is 

another option.  Have them to watch their jars for a month and make periodic observations and 

comparisons between the rates of decomposition of the 2 different materials. 

2. Ask follow-up discussion questions out loud or as a written assignment.  Help them connect the 

development of healthy soil with conservation of energy (even though what you put in looks very 

different from what comes out) and the production of “waste” heat in a compost pile as 

microorganisms work to decompose organic material.   

6th –  
6.1 Identify dependent and independent variables in those investigations that have controls. If no controls are 
used, explain why.   Record and organize information in simple tables and graphs, and identify relationships 
they reveal.  Use tables and graphs as examples of evidence for explanations when writing essays or writing 
about lab work, fieldwork, etc. Read simple tables and graphs produced by others, and describe in words what 
they show. 
 
6.6: Recognize that the Earth’s resources for humans, such as fresh water, air, arable soil, and trees, are finite. 
 
6.7. Broad Concept: Rock materials are continuously recycled in the rock cycle. 
 
6.9 Explain how the Earth’s surface is built up and broken down by natural processes, including deposition of 
sediments, rock formation, erosion, and weathering. 
 
7th –  
7.1.4 Recognize testable hypotheses in investigations that pertain to the content under study, and write 
instructions that others can follow in carrying out the investigation. 
 
7.1.5 Communicate the steps and results from an investigation in written reports and verbal presentations. 
 
7.1.6 Incorporate circle charts, bar and line graphs, diagrams, scatter plots, and symbols into writing, such 
as lab or research reports, to serve as visual displays of evidence for claims and/or conclusions. 
 
7.3.1 Recognize and describe that a key distinction among organisms is between autotrophs, such as green 
plants (which use energy from sunlight to make their own food), and heterotrophs, such as animals 
and fungi (which consume other organisms as food and harvest energy from them). 
 
7.4.10 Recognize that many organisms are single-celled (e.g., bacteria, yeasts), and explain how this one cell 
must carry out all of the basic functions of life. 
 
7.8.5 Describe how organisms that eat plants break down the plant structures to produce the materials 



and energy that they need to survive, and in turn, other organisms consume them. 
 
7.8.6 Explain how dead plants and animals, broken down by other living organisms (especially 
microorganisms and fungi), contribute to the cycling of matter through the system as a whole. 
 
8th –  
8.1. 2. Test hypotheses that pertain to the content under study 
 
8.2.3. Use tables, charts, and graphs in making arguments and claims in 
presentations about lab work. 
 
8.7.2. Explain how the idea of atoms explains the conservation of matter: In chemical reactions, the number of 
atoms stays the same no matter how they are arranged, and the mass of atoms does not change significantly 
in chemical reactions, so their total mass stays the same. 
 
8.15.2. Explain that heat energy is a common product of an energy transformation, such as in biological 
growth, the operation of machines, the operation of a light bulb, and the motion of people. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Name_____________________   Date________ 
         

Soil Mysteries 
 

Directions: Read each mystery carefully.  After reading, decide which ingredient the person needs to add to make their 
soil healthier and write why that will fix the problem.  Remember to consider ALL of the ingredients needed for healthy 
soil (sand, silt, clay, water, air, organic matter, living things). 
 

1.  Jordan lives in the middle of a big city and decides to plant some vegetables in the tiny yard in front of his 

house.  Even though it is hard to get his shovel into the dirt, manages to plant some tomatoes and a few 

cucumbers.  After a while, he notices that his plants have hardly grown and don’t look healthy.  He digs one of 

them up and notices that the roots smell bad and the soil is very wet, even though he hasn’t watered his plants 

in over a week. 

 

 

 

2. Maria has a large backyard with a lawn from the previous residents.  She decides to dig up the lawn to plant a 

large garden.  She throws all of the extra grass into the city compost bin then turns over the soil in the yard, 

being sure to add some sand and gypsum to balance out all of the clay.  It seems to drain water well and she 

plants flower and vegetable seeds.  She waters and weeds regularly.  All of the seeds germinate, but they grow 

slowly and soon the plants begin to turn yellowish. 

 

 

 

3. Sahir has potted plants on the balcony of his apartment that he rents because it is close to his work.  He stays 

late at school playing sports, but loves to cook and has planted a variety of herbs.  He prepared all of his pots 

with organic potting soil and even some of the finished compost from his own kitchen scraps.  Recently, his 

herbs have been wilting. 

 

 

 

4. Aisha runs a community garden on vacated lot.  Even after only a few hours after pouring rain, there are never 

any puddles.  She has added some compost and a little mulch, but her plants keep wilting in the summer sun. 

 

 

 

 

Science Program Reaching OUT (SPROUT) 
Enrichment Lesson for Soils and Compost 

What ingredient should Jordan add? _____________   

Why?____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

What soil ingredient should Maria add? _____________   

Why?____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

What soil ingredient should Sahir add? _____________   

Why?____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

What soil ingredient should Aisha add? _____________   

Why?____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 



 
 

Soil Mysteries             Name___________________  Date_____________ 
 
Directions: Read each mystery carefully.  After reading, decide which ingredient the person needs to add to make their 
soil healthier and write why that will fix the problem.  Remember to consider ALL of the ingredients needed for healthy 
soil (sand, silt, clay, water, air, organic matter, living things). 

 
5.  Jordan lives in the middle of a big city and decides to plant some vegetables in the tiny yard in front of his 

house.  Even though it is hard to get his shovel into the dirt, manages to plant some tomatoes and a few 

cucumbers.  After a while, he notices that his plants have hardly grown and don’t look healthy.  He digs one of 

them up and notices that the roots smell bad and the soil is very wet, even though he hasn’t watered his plants 

in over a week. 

 

 

 

 

6. Maria has a large backyard with a lawn from the previous residents.  She decides to dig up the lawn to plant a 

large garden.  She throws all of the extra grass into the city compost bin then turns over the soil in the yard, 

being sure to add some sand and gypsum to balance out all of the clay.  It seems to drain water well and she 

plants flower and vegetable seeds.  She waters and weeds regularly.  All of the seeds germinate, but they grow 

slowly and soon the plants begin to turn yellowish. 

 

 

 

1. Sahir has potted plants on the balcony of his apartment that he rents because it is close to his work.  He stays 

late at school playing sports, but loves to cook and has planted a variety of herbs.  He prepared all of his pots 

with organic potting soil and even some of the finished compost from his own kitchen scraps.  Recently, his 

herbs have been wilting. 

 

 

 

7. Aisha runs a community garden on vacated lot.  Even after only a few hours after pouring rain, there are never 

any puddles.  She has added some compost and a little mulch, but her plants keep wilting in the summer sun. 

 

Science Program Reaching OUT (SPROUT) 
Enrichment Lesson for Soils and Compost 

Add this ingredient:   Sand    

Why?__The minerals in this soil are probably primarily clay and the particles are so small that they 

are not allowing the water to drain.  Adding large particles builds in channels for water to flow 

through and air to be present.           

Add this ingredient: _Compost/Organic material 

Why?__Her plants seem to be getting everything they need, but they are still turning yellow.  This 

indicates a lack of nutrients.  Compost, fertilizer or mulch are ways of adding nutrients to the soil._ 

Add this ingredient: __Water___   

Why?__Wilting usually indicates a lack of water.  Since Sahir is so busy, he is probably just 

forgetting to water his plants.             

Add this ingredient: __Clay, mulch or compost__   

Why?_Wilting plants means they aren’t getting enough water, but Aisha is watering her plants.  No 

puddles means the soil is draining too fast.  She should dig in clay or add mulch or compost, all of 

which slow the water flow down and hold it in the soil longer for the plant roots.   _ 
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